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Expertise, Resources and Services
Requesting Capacity Building Services
IGD experience covers the implementation of a deposit insurance system,
including the design of a deposit insurance system and the administration
of an agency. IGD personnel include both Spanish and English speaking
individuals, but language preferences require coordination at least one to
two months in advance due to the small number of agency staff. IGD
experience does not include failed bank resolutions or the investment of
deposit insurance funds.
IGD can provide professional training in the form of speakers and
presentations, depending on the needs of recipients. While this does not
include a formal training program, coursework could be considered on
demand. IGD training experience includes participation in a financial
education program managed in conjunction with the Central Bank,
Financial System, Securities and Pensions Supervisors

Requests may be sent to the following principal contact and to Mrs.
Antonia Caballero de Simán, Bank Restructuring and Deposit Payment
Manager, also available at the same address.
Ms. Ana Graciela TREJO
President
Instituto de Garantia de Depósitos
7a Avenida Norte #240 Edificio SSF
San Salvador, El Salvador
Telephone: 503 2281 1417
Fax: 503 2271 2899
Email: graciela_trejo@igd.gob.sv

Objectives, Priorities and Financing

Alternatives Hosted by the Provider

IGD services are concentrated in the Americas due to traveling expenses
and the similarity of financial systems, but there are no policy priorities
based on counterparty or geographical location. IGD has standing
agreements for information sharing and bilateral capacity building with
counterparts in Argentina (SEDESA), Mexico (IPAB) and Colombia
(FOGAFIN).
IGD requires mission financing from either the recipient agency or
designated third party, such as the InterAmerican Development Bank and
other multilateral organizations.

IGD offers to host special events in San Salvador such as conferences
and panel discussions.
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